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We demonstrate that fusion and nucleosynthesis reactions between light and heavy nuclei driven by Cou-
lomb explosion �CE� of nanodroplets will be dominated by intrananostructure collisions within a single, large
heteronuclear nanodroplet �with initial radii of R0=1000–3000 Å� in ultraintense, near-infrared laser fields
�peak intensities of IM =1020–1021 W cm−2�. A computational and theoretical study of the yields of the in-
trananodroplet 3T�d ,n�4He fusion and 12C�p ,��13N nucleosynthesis reactions driven by CE of �D+T+�n and
�C6+H4

+�n heteronuclear nanodroplets provides a manifestation of kinematic overrun effects. The 3T�d ,n�4He
fusion yield of YINTRA�200 per nanodroplet per laser pulse within a �DT�n nanodroplet �n=2�109, R0

=2700 Å� is sufficiently high to warrant experimental observation for a single nanodroplet. The 12C�p ,�� 13N
reaction yield within a �CH4�n nanodroplet �n=3.9�108; R0=1790 Å� is YINTRA�4�10−4� rays per nano-
droplet per laser pulse, so that this intrananodroplet nucleosynthesis is amenable to experimental observation
only in an assembly of such nanodroplets. A striking manifestation is provided for the absence of kinematic
overrun effects in CE of �C6+D4

+�n nanodroplets �with a kinematic parameter �DC=1�, where intrananodroplet
D++C6+ collisions and the 12C�d ,n�13N reaction are precluded. CE driven intrananodroplet nuclear reaction
involves transient temporal confinement of the heavy nuclei on the 10–20 fs time scale, with the heavy nuclei
subcluster acting as a target for the expanding light protons or deuterons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clusters and nanodroplets �CaNs� interacting with ultrain-
tense and ultrashort near-infrared laser pulses �peak intensi-
ties IM =1015−1021 W cm−2 and pulse duration �
=10–100 fs� undergo extreme ionization �1–3� with the pro-
duction of ultrahigh charges, e.g., completely ionized D2O,
CH4, and CD4 molecules �4–7� or Xeq+ �q=26–36� ions
�8–11�, and attain ultrahigh energies �keV–MeV� of ions and
nuclei in Coulomb explosion �CE�. CE of deuterium-
containing CaNs in a cluster beam �4–6,12� or a nanodroplet
spray �7,13,14� produced deuterons in the energy range
of 5 keV–1.5 MeV, which drive the 2D�d ,n�3He and
2D�d , p�3T dd fusion reactions. Also amenable to experimen-
tal observation will be the nucleosynthesis reactions
12C�p ,��13N, 14N�p ,��15O, and 16O�p ,��17F driven by
ultrahigh-energy �i.e., 10–30 MeV for the heavy nuclei and
1–3 MeV for the protons� CE of �CH4�n, �NH3�n, and
�H2O�n nanodroplets �15,16�. Here and henceforth we refer
to spherical nanostructures with an initial radius of R0
�100 Å �10 nm� as nanodroplets, while such nanostructures
with R0�100 Å will be referred to as clusters. High-energy
CE of CaNs transcends molecular dynamics toward nuclear
reactions, with the realization of effective targets for tabletop
dd fusion �4–7,12,14� and for nucleosynthesis involving
heavier nuclei, which are of astrophysical interest �15,16�.

Studies of the mechanisms, yields, and temporal resolu-
tions for particle �neutrons or �-rays� emission for nuclear
reactions driven by CE of CaNs focused on inter-CaN �IN-
TER� reactions, which occur between nuclei produced from
different CaNs �3–7,12–18�. Fusion and nucleosynthesis re-
actions can also be generated by collisions between nuclei
�or ions� within a single exploding CaN. A mechanism for
intra-CaN �INTRA� collisions between light and heavy nu-
clei �ions� involves kinematic overrun effects in the nonuni-

form CE of heteronuclear CaNs, e.g., �D2
+O8+�n, �C6+H4

+�n,
�H+I25+�n, and �D+I25+�n, when the light nuclei �ions� overrun
the heavy nuclei �ions� �17–19�. An experimental confirma-
tion �4–6� of our theoretical predictions �17,18� for kine-
matic overrun effects was provided in CE of �CH4�n and
�CD4�n heteroclusters. The possibility of collisions between
identical nuclei during CE of a single homonuclear CaN,
e.g., �D2�n, was addressed by Kaplan et al. �20� who found
that CE of such CaNs with nonuniform density profiles
caused ion overrun effects, with the formation of multiple
ion flows, which were referred to as shock shells �20� that
could drive collisions between identical ions. Peano et al.
�21,22� proposed that nonuniform density profiles resulting
in the formation of pronounced shock shells in homonuclear
CaNs can be induced by a two-pulse irradiation scheme, so
that, in the case of large �D2�n clusters, an intracluster reac-
tion may be attained �22�. It is still an open question whether
shock wave phenomena originating from density spikes in
CE of homonuclear clusters with a nonuniform density pro-
file �20� can be realized, since even in the case of extremely
narrow shell widths there is no compression of matter and
the interparticle distances continue to grow smoothly �19�.
Irrespective of shock wave phenomena, thin shell formation
of the expanding light ions, e.g., D+, due to kinematic over-
run effects prevails in CE of heteronuclear CaNs �19,23�.
Collisions within thin shells of deuterons may drive dd fu-
sion in CE of both homonuclear deuterium CaNs �20–22�
and of heteronuclear deuterium containing CaNs �23�. There
is another important difference between INTRA reactions in
CE of a homonuclear CaN and of a heteronuclear CaN. In
the former case collisions between identical nuclei �ions� oc-
cur only within the thin shells, whereas in the latter case
collisions between light and heavy nuclei �ions� occur
throughout the entire volume of the exploding CaN.

In this paper, we advance and analyze INTRA fusion and
nucleosynthesis that involve reactions between light and
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heavy nuclei driven by CE within a single heteronuclear
CaN. Our work provides an application of kinematic effects
for the dynamics of INTRA reactions. On the basis of
theoretical-computational studies we show that the attain-
ment of efficient INTRA reactions requires the use of the
large, completely ionized, heteronuclear nanodroplet �with
masses and charges of nuclei satisfying constraints imposed
by kinematic parameter effects �17,19�� to drive high-energy
collisions between nuclei in nonuniform CE. The INTRA
nuclear reactions between different nuclei are generated over
the entire volume of the exploding heteronuclear CaN during
the early temporal stages of CE, when the density of the
nuclei is large.

II. MECHANISM AND YIELDS FOR INTRA-CaN
REACTIONS

INTRA collisions and reactions in a heteronuclear CaN
may be induced by three mechanisms. �i� The contribution
from the exploding surface profile. This effect is small for an
ordinary initial surface profile of elemental and molecular
CaNs �22�. �ii� Anisotropy in the time-dependent spatial dis-
tribution of the ions, which originates from the driving of the
ions by nanoplasma electrons. CE is isotropic under the ini-
tial conditions of cluster vertical ionization �CVI� �24�, when
outer ionization is complete in the initial, spherically sym-
metric, nanodroplet nuclear configuration of the CaN
�17,19,25�. �iii� Kinematic overrun processes �17–19�. This
mechanism is exclusive when CE preserves spherical sym-
metry and dominates �see point �ii�� for INTRA reactions in
nanodroplets. Mechanism �iii� is realized when, in the course
of CE, the inner ions attain a higher velocity than the ions on
the outer periphery. In an initially homogeneous and spheri-
cally symmetric nanodroplet, the �lighter� ion i with mass mi
and charge qi will overrun the �heavier� ion j with mass mj
and charge qj, provided that the kinematic parameter �which
is obtained under CVI conditions�, �ij =qimj /qjmi, is larger
than unity �17�. We shall now study INTRA reactions in-
duced by overrun effects in CE of �D+T+�n nanodroplets with
�DT=1.5, and�C6+H4

+�n nanodroplets with �HC=2. In the
�TD�n nanodroplet the deuterons overrun the tritons, facili-
tating the 3T�d ,n�4He fusion reaction, while in the �C6+H4

+�n

cluster the protons overrun the carbon nuclei, facilitating the
nucleosynthesis 12C�p ,��13N reaction. As a counterexample
we note that CE of �C6+D4

+�n nanodroplets will not generate
the INTRA 12C�d ,n�13N reaction as its kinematic parameter
is �DC=1.

Consider a molecular heteronanodroplet �AkA
BkB

�n con-
sisting of light A atoms and heavy B atom, with �AB�1. The
CaN is initially spherically symmetric, and it will be as-
sumed that CE does not violate spherical symmetry. This
picture is applicable for CE under CVI conditions �see point
�ii� above�. The time-dependent differential yield for the A
+B INTRA reaction is then

y�t� = 4	�
0

RB�t�

r2
A�r,t�
B�r,t���v�dr , �1�

where RB�t� is the time-dependent boundary radius for the
spatial distribution of the heavy ions, 
A�r , t�� and 
B�r , t� are

the local, time-dependent ion densities, and ��v� is the prod-
uct of the reaction cross sections ��E�� and the center of
mass collision velocity v averaged over the center of mass
energy E� distribution. ��v� is determined by

��v� = �
0

�

P�E�;r,t���E��v�E��dE�, �2�

with P�E� ;r , t� being the distribution function of the center
of mass energy E�. The center of mass energy E� and the
velocity v are expressed by the laboratory frame energies EA
and EB

E� = AB��EA/mA�1/2 − �EB/mB�1/2�2, �3�

v = �2EA/mA�1/2 − �2EB/mB�1/2, �4�

where mA and mB are the ion masses and AB is the reduced
mass. The center of mass energy E� distribution

P�E�;r,t� = �
0

�EA�M

PA�EA;r,t�PB�EB;r,t�dEA �5�

is also expressed by the laboratory frame energies, with EB
expressed by EA and E�, Eq. �3�, and �EA�M being the maxi-
mal EA energy at point r at time t. The total yield for the
INTRA reaction �per cluster and per laser pulse� is

YINTRA = �
ts

�

dt�y�t�� , �6�

where y�t�� is given by Eq. �1�, and ts is the onset time
�corresponding to ts=0 for the onset of CE under CVI con-
ditions and to the onset of the laser pulse �26� for a complete
simulation�. In view of the isotropic, spherically symmetric
CE used herein we expect that the INTRA yields, Eqs.
�1�–�6�, incorporate the contributions of mechanisms �i� and
�iii� in a full simulation.

III. SCALED MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

The large nanoparticle sizes �containing 107−109 atoms�
for which INTRA reactions occur, preclude the use of tradi-
tional, particle molecular dynamics �MD� methods. Data for
the ion kinetic energy distributions PA�EA ;r , t� and
PB�EB ;r , t�, which determine the INTRA reaction yield �Eq.
�5��, were obtained from simulations of scaled electron and
ion dynamics �SEID� for nanodroplets in ultraintense laser
fields �16,27,28�. The SEID considers MD in a scaled nano-
droplet with a reduced number of composite particles �i.e.,
pseudoelectrons and pseudo ions or nuclei�, scaled initial in-
terpseudoparticle distances, and scaled short-range potential
parameters �28�. A single scaling parameter s ��1� is used
for the composition, mass, and charge of all the pseudopar-
ticles, while the initial distances between the pseudoparticles
are scaled by s1/3. Our SEID simulations for nanodroplet CE
are based on standard MD simulations for the pseudopar-
ticles �28�. The s values were chosen to guarantee the inde-
pendence of the resulting energetic and dynamic parameters
on s. The conditions for the accuracy of the SEID method
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rest on the realization of nearly identical accelerations and
trajectories of the nanodroplet particles and of the composite
pseudoparticles within the scaled nanodroplet. The largest
nanodroplet sizes, nmax, treated by us with the SEID simula-
tions correspond to �4�109 atoms under CVI conditions,
and �109 atoms for a complete simulation. In Eq. �6� the
time integration was carried out as a summation over time
steps �t=1 fs, while for the radius r in Eq. �1� integration
was carried out by summation over discrete shells of equal
widths.

IV. RESULTS

A. Intrananodroplet yields

In Figs. 1 and 2 we present the results of the calculations
of the YINTRA yields, Eqs. �1� and �6�, under CVI conditions,
attained when only the dynamics of the bare nuclei is con-
sidered. Figure 1 portrays the neutron yields for the highly
efficient 3T�d ,n�4He reaction generated by the INTRA mode
in a �D+T+�n nanodroplet �A=D and B=T in Eqs. �1�–�5��.
The energy-dependent cross sections ��E�� were inferred
from the ��ED� data with the T nuclei at rest �29�, being
large in the high energy domain, i.e., ��E��=2�10−24–5
�10−24 cm2, at the center of mass energies of E�
=40–140 keV. The neutron yield per nanodroplet and per
laser pulse steeply increases in the nanodroplet size domain
of R0=1000–2000 Å �n=1.4�108–1.0�109�. For the larg-
est nanodroplet size studied herein �Fig. 1� of R0=2700 Å
�n=2.0�109�, the neutron yield per nanodroplet per laser
pulse is YINTRA=200. In Fig. 2 we display the �-ray yields
for the 12C�p ,��13N reaction generated by the INTRA mode
in a �C6+H4

+�n nanodroplet �A=H and B=C in Eqs. �1�–�5��.
The cross sections of the resonance 12C�p ,��13N reaction
�Fig. 2� are considerably lower than those for the 3T�d ,n�13N
reaction �Fig. 1�, reaching the maximal value of �=7

�10−29 cm2 at E�=425 keV �16�. Consequently, the ratio of
the INTRA yields for the 12C�p ,��13N reaction in nanodrop-
lets of similar sizes are expected to be considerably lower
than for the 3T�d ,n�4He reaction. Our computations �Fig. 2�
demonstrate that the INTRA yields for the 12C�p ,��13N re-
action are low �Fig. 2�, being YINTRA=4�10−4 per pulse per
nanodroplet for the largest �CH4�n nanodroplet studied
herein, with R0=1790 Å �n=3.9�108�. YINTRA for the
12C�p ,��13N reaction �Fig. 2� increases steeply with increas-
ing the nanodroplet size in the range R0=800–1300 Å and
exhibits a linear dependence on n for R0�1300 �n�1.5
�108�, being qualitatively similar to the pattern for the
3T�d ,n�4He reaction �Fig. 1�.

We demonstrated the occurrence of INTRA collisions and
nucleosynthesis reactions driven by CE of heteronuclear
nanodroplets, which satisfies the kinematic condition �AB
�1 �Sec. II�. On the other hand, we expect that the INTRA
collisions and reactions will be ineffective for the INTRA
12C�d ,n�13N reaction driven by CE of �C6+D4

+�n nanodrop-
lets, for which �DC=1. We performed simulations for CE
and INTRA collisions of �C6+D4

+�n nanodroplets �R0

=1000–1790 Å�. CE under CVI conditions provided only a
minor contribution of INTRA D++C6+ collisions, which
probably originates from the contribution of the exploding
surface profile �mechanism �i� in Sec. II�. The center of mass
energy of the D++C6+ INTRA collisions in CE of �C6+D4

+�n

is, however, low. For example, in CE of the �C6+D4
+�n nano-

droplet of maximal size R0=1790 Å used herein, the center
of mass energies of the D++C6+ collisions do not exceed
E�=75 keV, as compared to high energies of up to E�
�1–2 MeV for the H++C6+ collisions in CE of a �C6+H4

+�n

nanodroplet of the same size. The energy E�=75 keV for the
D++C6+ collision is considerably lower than the reaction
threshold E�=500 keV for the 12C�d ,n�13N reaction. Thus
this INTRA reaction driven by CE with �CD=1 is precluded.
This result demonstrates that the kinematic overrun effects
dominate INTRA reactions.
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FIG. 1. Nanodroplet size dependence of the neutron yield
YINTRA, Eqs. �1� and �6�, for the intrananodroplet 3T�d ,n�3He fu-
sion driven by CE of �D+T+�n �n=1.4�108–2.0�109; R0

=1000–2600 Å�. The total intradroplet yields YINTRA
total , Eqs. �7� and

�8�, for an assembly of nanodroplets �Vf =5�10−7 cm3 and 
mol

=1.0�1018 cm−3� are also given. In addition, the interdroplet yields
�per nanodroplet�, YINTER, Eq. �9�, are presented. Calculations were
performed under CVI conditions.
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�1018 cm−3� are also given. In addition the internanodroplet yields
�per nanodroplet� YINTER, Eq. �9�, are presented. Calculations were
performed under CVI conditions.
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The laser intensity range where the YINTRA data �Figs. 1
and 2� are applicable corresponds to the CVI conditions for
CE, when nanoplasma effects are minor. CVI conditions pre-
vail in CE driven by ultrashort Gaussian laser pulses pro-
vided that complete outer ionization is accomplished prior to
the attainment of the laser peak intensity �24,30�. The border
radius R0

�I� for the CVI domain is realized for an initial nano-
droplet radius of R0�R0

�I� �24,30�. The dependence of R0
�I� on

the laser peak intensity IM and on the pulse length � for a
Gaussian pulse is determined by R0

�I�� IM
1/2�0.64 �30,31�. For

superintense pulses, i.e., IM =1020–1021 W cm−2, R0
�I� as-

sumes very large values, which are comparable to R0, and
that increase with increasing �. For CE of �CH4�n nanodrop-
lets driven by a Gaussian pulse at IM =1020 W cm−2, we
estimate that R0

�I�=750 Å for �=25 fs, and R0
�I�=1820 Å for

�=100 fs, while at IM =1021 W cm−2 and �=25 fs, R0
�I�

=2250 Å �15�. Accordingly, the data for CE of �CH4�n �Fig.
2� correspond to the CVI domain IM =1020 W cm−2 and �
=100 fs, or IM =1021 W cm−2 and �=25 fs. For CE of �DT�n

nanodroplets at IM =1020 W cm−2 we estimate that R0
�I�

=1100 Å at �=25 fs and R0
�I�=2670 Å at �=100 Å, while

R0
�I�=3300 Å at IM =1021 W cm−2 and �=25 fs. The data for

CE of �DT�n �Fig. 1� again correspond to the CVI domain at
IM =1020 W cm−2 and �=100 fs or at IM =1021 W cm−2 and
�=25 fs. The INTRA yields presented in Figs. 1 and 2 are
expected to be reliable in the range IM =1020 W cm−2��
=100 fs�−1021 W cm−2��=25 fs�. From this analysis we in-
fer that at IM =1020 W cm−2 and �=25 fs the data of Figs. 1
and 2 correspond to R0�R0

�I�, and the INTRA yields are
overestimated. Complete SEID simulations, including the
contribution of the nanoplasma electrons, were performed
for a near infrared laser �photon energy 1.44 eV; frequency
�=0.33 fs−1� at IM =1020 W cm−2 and �=25 fs. For a �CH4�n

nanodroplet with R0=1800 Å �n=3.9�109�, for which
R0 /R0

�I�=2.4, we obtained �with s=105� YINTRA=3.5�10−4,
which is lower by a numerical factor of 20% than the CVI
result YINTRA=4�10−4 �Fig. 2�. For the �DT�n nanodroplet
with R0=1500 Å �R0 /R0

�I�=1.36� we obtained �with s=105�
YINTRA=10.3, which is lower by a numerical factor of 2.4
than the CVI result �Fig. 1�, while for R0=2700 Å �R0 /R0

�I�

=2.45� we obtained �with s=2�105� YINTRA=140, which is
lower by a numerical factor of 1.4 than the CVI result. We
conclude that the yield data of Figs. 1 and 2 constitute an
upper limit at IM =1020 W cm−2 ��=25 fs� and are expected
to be reliable for IM �1020 W cm−2 at this pulse length.

B. Time-resolved dynamics of intrananodroplet
nucleosynthesis

Of interest are time-resolved dynamic data for INTRA
nucleosynthesis. In Fig. 3 we present the time dependence of
the differential yield y�t� �Eq. �1��, calculated under CVI
conditions, for a �DT�n nanodroplet with R0=2030 Å �n
=8.15�108� and for a �CH4�n nanodroplet with R0

=1370 Å �n=1.66�108�. Figure 3 also shows the CE dy-
namics of the heavy ions that are characterized by the vol-
ume ratio �B�t�= �RB�0� /RB�t��3, where RB�t� is the boundary

radius appearing in Eq. �1� and t=0 marks the CE temporal
onset. For both nanodroplets the time dependence of y�t�
�which will be referred to as the “reaction pulse”� is asym-
metric, manifesting a steep initial rise and a maximum fol-
lowed by a slow decrease �Fig. 3�. The maxima tmax of the
FWHM � of the reaction pulses are tmax=5 fs and �
=6.6 fs for �DT�n, and tmax=2.5 fs and �=1.4 fs for �CH4�n,
with the IINTRA reaction time scale being shorter for �CH4�n,
than for �DT�n, due to more effective energetic boosting in
the former case. It should be noted that the major contribu-
tion to the INTRA yield, Eq. �1�, is provided when the den-
sity of nuclei is large. CE dynamics is specified by the decay
time tCE, defined as ��tCE�=1 /2. For CE the �CH4�n nano-
droplet is characterized by tCE=4 fs, being shorter than tCE
=14 fs for CE of the �DT�n nanodroplet. The times t1/2 speci-
fying the attainment of half of the total INTRA yield are
t1/2=7 fs for �DT�n and t1/2=2.7 fs for �CD4�n. Accordingly,
t1/2� tCE in both cases, so that INTRA nucleosynthesis oc-
curs on a time scale shorter than CE. High average heavy ion
densities at t1/2 correspond to ��t1/2�=0.55 for �DT�8.2�108,
and ��t1/2�=0.65 for �CH4�1.7�108. An important character-
ization of the INTRA dynamics obtained from Fig. 3 is that
the “reaction pulses” y�t� arise almost concurrently with CE
onset and are very short, being in the range of tpulse
	5–20 fs. These ultrashort time scales for tpulse were ob-
tained for nanodroplet sizes of R0=1400–2000 Å. The nano-
droplet size dependence of tpulse�R0 / ṽ, where ṽ is a charac-
teristic velocity of the light ions within the exploding
nanodroplet, implies a near linear increase of tpulse with in-
creasing the nanodroplet size.

C. Parallel INTRA-nanodroplet and
INTER-nanodroplet reactions

From the foregoing analysis we conclude that for �DT�n

nanodroplets �Fig. 1� the INTRA reaction yields for nucleo-
synthesis is sufficiently high, i.e., YINTRA=200 �for R0
=2700 Å�, to be amenable for experimental observation for a
single nanodroplet. On the other hand, for �CH4�n the IN-
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TRA reaction yields are low, requiring experimental obser-
vation of this process from an assembly of nanodroplets. The
total INTRA nucleosynthesis yield YINTRA

total �per laser pulse�
from an assembly containing Nnd nanodroplets in the laser
focal volume will be

YINTRA
total = NndYINTRA �7�

with

Nnd = Vf
mol/n , �8�

where 
mol is the average molecular density in the laser focal
volume Vf �12� and n is the number of molecules in the
nanodroplet. For INTRA yields from an assembly of �CH4�n

nanodroplets �R0=1000–1800 Å and n=6.7�107–3.9
�108� with Vf =5�10−7 cm3 �16� and 
mol=4�1018 cm−3

we estimate for R0=1000 Å �Nnd=3�104� that YINTRA
total

=1.4� photons per laser pulse, while for R0=1800 Å �Nnd

=5.1�103� YINTRA
total =2.1� photons per laser pulse. Accord-

ingly, the INTRA 12C�p ,��13N reactions driven by CE of
�CH4�n in an assembly of nanodroplets can be experimentally
observed. For the efficient 3T�d ,n�4He reaction in an assem-
bly of �DT�n nanodroplets �R0=1100–2690 Å, n=1.4
�108–2�109� with Vf =5�10−7 cm3 and 
mol=1018 cm−3,
we estimate the large total yields to be YINTRA

total =1.2
�104–5.0�104 neutrons per laser pulse.

Even if the yield for INTRA reactions is sufficiently high,
they have to be compared to and distinguished from the yield
for the corresponding INTER reactions in a nanodroplet as-
sembly �21�. According to our previous analysis �15,16�, the
major contribution to the INTER reactions originates from
the outside laser filament �OF� reaction mode �15,16�, with
the yield YINTER per laser pulse normalized per one nano-
droplet and being given by �16�

YINTER = kAkB
mol�OFn��� , �9�

where kA and kB are the number of A and B atoms within a
single molecular constituent, respectively, �OF is the reaction
path length for the OF reaction mode, and ��� the energy
averaged cross section �16�. In Figs. 1 and 2 we also present
the simulation results for the size dependence of YINTER ob-
tained under CVI conditions with the same value of 
mol and
Nnd as used above for the evaluation of YINTRA

total , Eqs. �7� and
�8�, and of �OF=0.1 cm �16�.

In Fig. 1 we present the INTER reaction yield, YINTER, in
an assembly of �DT�n nanodroplets, Eq. �9�. Only for the
lower nanodroplet size of R0=1100 Å, YINTER�YINTRA. For
larger nanodroplets of R0=1490–2690 Å �Fig. 2�, YINTER
=16–27, while YINTRA=23–204, with YINTRA exceeding
YINTER and providing the dominant reaction channel. For the
INTER processes in an assembly of �CH4�n nanodroplets,
YINTER �per nanodroplet per laser pulse� manifests a weak
size dependence in the range of R0=880–1345 Å, where
YINTER= �0.9–1.0��10−4. YINTER=1.0�10−4–2.9�10−5

�Fig. 2� exhibits a decrease in the range of R0
=1345–1790 Å. The YINTER yields �Fig. 2� are larger than
the YINTRA yields at the lower part of the size interval. For
the largest nanodroplets studied herein �R0=1790 Å�,
YINTER=2.9�10−5, which is lower than YINTRA=4�10−5,

with a dominating contribution to nucleosynthesis originat-
ing from the INTRA mode. The total INTER reaction yields
from an assembly of nanodroplets is

YINTER
total = NndYINTER, �10�

where YINTER is given by Eq. �9� and Nnd is given by Eq. �8�.
Equation �10� should be used for confrontation with experi-
mental results.

It is interesting to enquire what the implications of the
parallel INTRA and INTER nucleosynthesis reactions are
and, in particular, whether it is possible to resolve the par-
ticle �neutrons or � photons� emission originating from the
new INTRA mechanism. For an assembly of nanodroplets,
the INTRA and INTER reaction channels can be distin-
guished by the dependence on the density 
mol of the reaction
yields for an assembly of exploding nanodroplets. The IN-
TRA yield from an assembly of Nnd nanodroplets is YINTRA

total

�
mol �Eqs. �7� and �8��, while the INTER yield from such
an assembly is YINTRA

total =NndYINTER�
mol
2 �Eqs. �9� and �10��.

Accordingly, we expect that a study of the density depen-
dence of the yields will provide a diagnostic tool for the
identification of the INTRA process. The realization of dif-
ferent time scales for the INTRA and INTER processes will
provide another diagnostic tool for the identification of the
INTRA process. The analysis of the time-resolved dynamics
of the INTRA process presented herein �Sec. IV B�, together
with our previous analysis of the time scale for the dominat-
ing OF contribution of the INTER processes, reveals two
distinct time intervals for the two mechanisms. For the
12C�p,��13N process the �-ray emission in the INTRA
mechanism is ultrafast on the time scale of 10–15 fs �Fig. 3�,
while the INTER mechanism is characterized by a time scale
of 2–100 ps �16�. Time-resolved � ray emission from ex-
ploding methane nanodroplets is expected to provide new
dynamic information on nucleosynthesis within a single
nanodroplet. This approach is currently fraught with experi-
mental difficulties, as will be discussed in Sec V.

V. DISCUSSION

We advanced a theoretical and computational study of
intrananodroplet nuclear reactions driven by CE within a
single heteronuclear �DT�n and �CH4�n nanodroplet involv-
ing 3T�d ,n�4He fusion and 12C�p ,��13N nucleosynthesis.
Four conclusions emerge from this analysis.

�1� The INTRA 3T�d ,n�4He reaction yield from CE of a
single, large �DT�n nanodroplet is high, i.e., YINTRA=200
neutrons per nanodroplet per laser pulse for R0=2700 Å �n
=2�109�. This high yield is due to the large cross sections
for this fusion reaction �29�. Accordingly, the neutron yield is
sufficiently high to warrant experimental observation for a
single nanodroplet. The single nanodroplet experiment can
be conducted for a nanodroplet in an electromagnetic trap or
for a surface deposited nanoparticle of �DT�n. The surface
deposited nanoparticle may assume a different structure from
the spherical nanodroplet �32�. The response of a nanopar-
ticle of different shapes to an ultraintense laser can be
handled by SEID simulations.
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�2� For CE of a �CH4�n nanodroplet the INTRA
12C�p ,��13N reaction yield for � ray emission is rather low,
i.e., at R0=1790 Å �n=3.9�108� YINTRA=4�10−4 per nano-
droplet per laser pulse. Accordingly, this INTRA process is
amenable to experimental observation only in an assembly of
such nanodroplets, e.g., in a nanodroplet spray. Under real-
istic experimental conditions of R0=1800 Å �n�4�108� we
estimate that YINTRA

total �2� rays per laser pulse.
�3� From estimates of the relative contributions for the

new INTRA reaction and for the conventional INTER
reaction in an assembly of nanodroplets we concluded that
for the largest nanodroplets studied herein, i.e., R0
=1490–2690 Å �n=3.4�108–2.0�109� for �DT�n and R0
=1790 Å �n=3.9�108� for �CH4�n, nucleosynthesis is domi-
nated by the new INTRA mode. It is important to note that
while INTER reaction modes for fusion and nucleosynthesis
dominate in CE of heteronuclear clusters �4–7,12� and mod-
erately small nanodroplets �R0�500 Å� �16�, the INTRA re-
action modes dominate for the large �DT�n and �CH4�n het-
eronuclear nanodroplets studied herein. Our analysis
provides approaches to resolve particle �neutrons or � rays�
emissions originating from the INTRA and INTER mecha-
nisms in an assembly of nanodroplets. A straightforward ap-
proach rests on the dependence of the yields on the molecu-
lar density 
mol. As shown in Sec. III the yields are YINTRA

total

�
mol �Eqs. �7� and �8��, while YINTER
total �
mol

2 �Eqs. �9� and
�10��, so that the dependence of the total assembly yields on

mol will distinguish between the new INTRA and the tradi-
tional INTER reaction modes. Time-resolved particle �neu-
trons or � rays� emissions from exploding nanodroplets,
which result in different time scales for the INTRA reaction
�10–15 fs� and for the INTER reaction �2–100 ps�, may
provide a new tool for the identification of the INTRA mode.
At present, sufficiently fast particle counters �with subpico-
second time resolution� are not available, hampering the ap-
plication of this approach.

�4� A striking manifestation of the kinematic constraints
of �AB�1 for effective INTRA collisions and reactions was
predicted and confirmed by SEID simulations. CE of the
�C6+D4

+�n nanodroplet with R0=1790 Å �n=3.9�108� results
only in low-energy collisions with E��75 keV, in striking
contrast to CE of the �C6+H4

+�n nanodroplet of the same size,
which results in high-energy collisions of up to E�
�1–2 MeV. Accordingly, the INTRA 12C�d ,n�13N reaction
driven by INTRA CE of �C6+D4

+�n with �DC=1 is precluded.
This negative prediction highlights the crucial role of kine-
matic overrun effects in inducing INTRA heteronanodroplet
nucleosynthesis.

For the t+d, p+ 12C, and d+ 12C INTRA reactions driven
by CE of �DT�n, �CH4�n, and �CD4�n nanodroplets, respec-
tively, experimental results are not yet available. The present
study provides predictions for future experimental studies of
this new class of INTRA-nanodroplet dynamics.

From our analysis of CE driven INTRA nuclear reactions
we assert that the characterization of an effective single
nanodroplet as a target for fusion and nucleosynthesis is re-
alized under the following intrinsic conditions:

�1� Driving of the nanodroplet by lasers of sufficient high
intensity, which insures complete inner ionization of the at-
oms.

�2� Insuring nearly complete outer ionization, with the
nanodroplet’s initial radius being smaller than, or compa-
rable to, the border radius R0

�I�, which depends on the laser
intensity and laser parameters, as well as on the charges of
nuclei �ions� and on the nanostructure packing �16,24,30,31�.

These two intrinsic conditions characterize the choice of
the laser intensity. On the basis of our complete SEID simu-
lations, including the contribution of the nanoplasma elec-
trons �Sec. IV A�, we assert that the INTRA yield data under
CVI conditions reported herein for �DT�n and �CH4�n nano-
droplets are reliable for IM �1020 W cm−2 �for a pulse length
of �=25 fs�. Such superintense pulses are currently available
�33�. Even higher ultraintense laser fields of IM �1021–6
�1022 W cm−2 were already used in a theoretical study of
ionization and dissociation of muonic molecular ions �34�.
The ultrahigh intensities of IM �1020 W cm−2 for INTRA re-
actions may also be relevant in the context of light absorp-
tion within a single nanodroplet. A basic assumption under-
lying our treatment of INTRA collisions and reactions is that
the laser field inside a nanodroplet is spatially homogeneous,
and that there is no attenuation �due to absorption� along its
propagation path inside the nanodroplet. Following our pre-
vious treatment �16,35� we consider attenuation within the
nanodroplet to be unimportant if Efl�2Etot, where Efl is the
energy flow through the nanodroplet and Etot is the total en-
ergy absorbed by nanodroplet particles �electrons and ions�,
which is dominated by the energy of the ions �16,35�. On the
basis of our previous analysis �16,35� we considered attenu-
ation in �DT�n and �CH4�n nanodroplets driven by a Gaussian
laser pulse with IM =1020 W cm−2 and �=25 fs. For �DT�n

nanodroplets our simulations result in Etot=5.31�1011 keV
and Efl=2.60�1013 keV �for R0=1100 Å�, Etot=2.49
�1012 keV and Efl=4.26�1013 keV �for R0=1490 Å�, and
Etot=9.69�1012 keV and Efl=6.32�1013 keV �for R0
=2000 Å�. For �CH4�n nanodroplets we obtained Etot=1.63
�1012 keV and Efl=5.83�1013 keV �for R0=880 Å�, while
Etot=1.21�1013 keV and Efl=9.86�1013 keV �for R0
=1350 Å�. From these numerical results we conclude that at
IM =1020 W cm−2 ��=25 fs� the condition Efl�Etot is satis-
fied for the relevant nanodroplet size domain. As Efl��IM
�16,34�, we expect that this condition will also apply at IM
�1020 W cm−2 and also for longer values of � ��25 fs�. We
infer that the condition for weak attenuation is satisfied for
all the nanodroplet sizes R0=1000–3000 Å, with laser pulse
parameters considered herein. The largest nanodroplet sizes
used in our calculations become comparable to the near-
infrared laser wavelength of �=860 nm, i.e., R0 /�
=0.1–0.3. For larger nanodroplets an extension of the treat-
ment of laser-nanodroplet will be required.

The use of an assembly of nanodroplets as a target for CE
driven INTRA nucleosynthesis reactions requires that intrin-
sic conditions �1� and �2� will be supplemented by additional
extrinsic conditions.

�3� Dependence on the average density 
mol and on the
number Nnd of nanodroplets in the laser focal volume. As
discussed above, YINTRA

total �Nnd�
mol for a nanoparticle as-
sembly increasing linearly with increasing the density. This
increase with increasing 
mol will be limited by the attenua-
tion of the laser intensity by the assembly.
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�4� Geometrical parameters of the laser focal volume.
Low values of the radius and of the laser focal volume Vf,
Eq. �8�, are necessary to achieve the ultrahigh intensities
�IM =1020–1021 W cm−2� required for the attainment of the
INTRA reaction. For a nanodroplet assembly the low value
of Vf will reduce the nanoparticle number Nnd, Eq. �8�, and
YINTRA

total , Eq. �7�.
�5� The dimensionality of the nanodroplet assembly. Our

theoretical-computational studies pertain to a three-
dimensional assembly in beams or sprays. Nanoparticles de-
posited on surfaces will provide a two-dimensional target.
This geometry will be advantageous for INTRA single nano-
droplet nucleosynthesis, however, it will lead to the reduc-
tion of the effective number of particles and of the total
INTRA yield for the assembly.

These intrinsic and extrinsic conditions for effective target
reactions provide some guidelines for optimization of IN-
TRA nuclear reactions within a single nanodroplet and in an
assembly of nanodroplets.

We conclude with some comments on single nanodroplet
dynamics, pertaining to the concept of temporal confinement
and to the insight gained on the early stages of intranano-
droplet CE. The INTRA reactions driven by CE within a
single heteronuclear nanodroplet extend the research area of
single molecule �36,37� and single protein �38,39� spectros-
copy and dynamics to the realm of nanoscience, encompass-
ing CE dynamics within a single nanostructure. The en-
hancement of efficient reactions within a nanodroplet

requires the operation of a mechanism of particle �nuclei�
confinement. However, CE results in the expansion of the
nanostructure, being in apparent contradiction with the con-
cept of confinement. An INTRA reaction driven by CE of a
heteronuclear nanodroplet, which rests on kinematic overrun
effects, involves a transient temporal confinement of the
heavy nuclei over the fs time scale, with the heavy nuclei
subcluster acting as a target for the expanding light nuclei
�i.e., protons or deuterons�. Up to now, experimental studies
of CE focused on the kinetic energy, angular distribution,
and INTER reactions of the high energy nuclei and ions in-
terrogated at large, macroscopic distances from the initially
exploding CaN �6�. The present study provides insight into
the early temporal stages of CE, as interrogated by in-
trananodroplet collisions and reactions. These theoretical-
computational results should be subjected to experimental
scrutiny.
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